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This was based on the factual evidence that there is a substantial heritability to the propensity to smoke cigarettes. Fisher's mistake was to ignore the fact that the argument that there was no environmental effect of smoking on cancer had to be based on evidence that the liability to smoking was highly correlated with the liability for lung cancer, and this was neither tested nor shown. Tabery says that Hogben was not so well known as Fisher, although he made an equally lasting contribution to science. It is probably true that Fisher was better known among scientists but it is probably equally true that Hogben was better known to the general public. His book published in 1936 Mathematics for the Million was a wonderful example of how the magic of mathematics could be made both understandable and of riveting interest. 2 Albert Einstein described the book as having made the fascination of mathematics understandable. Tabery went on to Arthur Jensen as an example of someone who followed the Fisher approach. That is probably correct, but Jensen's argument that a high heritability of intelligence necessarily meant that the difference in IQ level between African Americans and Caucasian Americans must also be genetic in origin was open to other, more serious objections. It has long been appreciated that heritability is a group statistic and hence can be informative only in relation to the population studied. What this means is that if a new environmental influence is introduced, it could still have a very major effect despite high heritability. Jack Tizard 3 explored this point with his review of the evidence on the massive increase in height that had taken place during the first half of the 20th century. There was also no logical reason to generalize from withingroup heritability to between-group heritability, and that is made even more difficult by the fact that the evidence on heritability as far as African Americans is concerned was largely based on studies of Caucasian Americans. James Flynn's work on IQ is also relevant. 4 Flynn argued for the role of a multiplier based on the 'Matthew effect'-so termed by the sociologist, Robert Merton with respect to the process by which those who are successful are more likely to be given the kinds of special opportunities that lead to further success. This multiplier does indeed involve nature-nurture interplay but it is in the form of a gene-environment correlation and not G x E. Gladwell 5 puts a similar argument based on the observation that individuals who are born in the first few months of the year have a much higher chance in the USA of becoming an allstar ice hockey player. This is because being born early in the year, they are older and so tend to be bigger and this enables them to get more top level coaching opportunities. Tabery brings everything up to date by turning to the Moffitt and Caspi claims regarding G x E. Clearly, they were following the mechanism-elucidation approach in using evidence of G x E as a lead to possible causal, biological processes. They argued for the need to bring in both Thus, they showed that a gene with a similar distribution to the one that they had studied, but which was biologically quite different, did not show G x E. A failure to pay proper attention to the methodological checks that must be undertaken in relation to G x E has resulted in some poor research making dubious claims. However, a failure to appreciate the importance of the biological pathways is a more serious problem. It is because Moffitt and Caspi were well aware that epidemiological findings alone cannot test the biology, that they insisted on the need to bring in experimental approaches. The critics of G x E tend to fall back on the claim that evidence for the reality of G x E is weak. That is a very questionable assertion. What about the observation that asthma and other atopic diseases involve a liability that is evident only in some individuals? 7 Of course, it is crucial to go on to show not only the genetic influence but also the nature of the environmental one. The asthma example did that by showing the role of endotoxins. There is the need to use natural experiments to test the causal inference with respect to the risk environments and there is also the need to undertake a variety of statistical checks-for example, determining whether or not the apparent G x E might be due to the presence of gene-environment correlations. 8 It is also relevant that there are good conceptual reasons for expecting G x E to be reasonably common.
To come back to Tabery, his point that the two contrasting approaches are actually trying to understand something quite different, is a very helpful one. That is not to say that there are not issues of honesty in argument and political stance, but where Tabery takes the field forward is in drawing attention to the fact that even when all of those biases are put to one side, there is a fundamental schism between variation-partitioning and mechanismelucidation approaches.
